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STRUCTURE AND STRATIGRAPHY IN THE
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CALIFORNIA, FROM SEISMIC REFLECTION
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Seismic lines of multi-channel 2D reflection with a longitude
of 415 km were processed and interpreted, with the objective
to study structural and seismostratigraphy characteristics in the
north of the Gulf of California. The region includes the zone of
transition between Wagner and Consag basins.

The general configuration of the basins is controlled by 4
major faults, being these; Percebo, Santa Maria, Wagner Sur
and Consag Sur, as well as a structural high that divides to both
depocenters. We found that the Wagner and Consag basins are
delimited by the faults Wagner Sur to the east and Consag Sur to
the west, respectively. The Percebo fault borders the margin west
of depocenter modern of the Wagner basin with strike of N100W
and dip average of ~400 to the northeast. The Santa Maria fault is
in center of the depocenter of the Wagner basin with an orientation
of N190W and dip of ~400 to the west. The Consag Sur fault has
a direction N140W, with dip of ~420 to the east with a length of
21 km. Finally, the Wagner Sur fault is the major structure to the
orient of the study area, being almost parallel to Consag Sur fault
with a length of ~86 km and direction N100W, with average of dip
of 590 to the east.

The structural high observed delimits the north part of the
Consag basin, with the south of the Wagner basin. In this sector
it is not observed the presence of acoustic basement and/or
intrusive body which is consistent with the reports of gravimetry
and magnetometry for this area. This structural high this formed
for an arrangement of faults of orientation NNE with vertical drop of
little tens of meters and it is considered like a zone of transference
that switching on the zones staggered of extension that they form
Wagner and Consag basins. While the close south of the Consag
basin tending to intercepting with the faults of direction NE of the
Delfín Superior basin.

The three interpreted seismostratigraphy horizons are most
of observed in the study region, showing a structural high in
the border between both basins. The sediments in flanks of the
structural high are cut by noticeable major faults with opposite falls
followed of some strong reflectors within the basins. The Consag
basin is more shallow and narrow; being ~2.5 times smaller than
the Wagner basin and possibly it accommodates part of the right
lateral shear of the limit of plates.
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The Orange Basin off Southwest Africa is a sedimentary basin
which developed subsequently to the break up of South America
and Africa in the Late Jurassic. Cretaceous successions endured
the tranquil drift and subsidence history of the basin nearly
undisturbed and thus provide an ideal data base to study the
interplay of lithospheric extension and subsidence.

To investigate the subsidence history of the basin in detail,
several wells were backstripped. Backstripping yielded the
observed tectonic subsidence to which forward models were
constrained using a multiple-1D probabilistic tectonic heat flow
modelling approach. Measured vitrinite reflectance data, which
are a measure of the organic maturity of the sediments, are used
as further constraints to the forward models. Probabilistic heat flow
scenarios are calculated taking uncertainties from lithospheric
stretching into account. The resulting basement heat flow history
is a decisive parameter controlling the temperature history of the
basin and in turn to the maturity of the deposited sediments.

This approach has been applied in 1D to data obtained from
wells. In addition we want to go further and predict the basement
heat flow history for undrilled areas. We generated an equidistant
grid of synthetic wells using a structural model obtained from
seismic data. Backstripping and forward modelling of these wells
can predict the basement history and temperature evolution for
areas where no well data are available and account for both
temporal and spatial changes throughout the basin.

We discuss the geodynamic implications of the modelled basin
evolution scenarios with special focus on temperature and heat
flow variations and assess to which extent lithospheric stretching
accounts for the observations.
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The Lake Okanagan Fault Zone (LOFZ) is a down to
the west extensional detachment cut by steep normal faults
in southern Canadian Cordillera. We focus on Eocene and
younger mesostructural faulting, using fault and striation attitudes
in combination with sense of motion indicators to analyze
the regional deformation and stress history. Shallow ductile
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shear progressively evolved to shallow brittle shear, followed
by steep faulting as the structure was tectonically exhumed.
This deformational style developed contemporaneously within
a rheological domain and sequentially within a rock volume,
as it thinned, cooled and was denuded. Locally the oldest
faults are sub-horizontal and developed sub-parallel to mylonitic
bands. The initial sub-horizontal faults are cut by a pervasive,
sub-vertical, regional joint set (RJS) that is prominent in both
Tertiary strata and plutons and which is parallel to Eocene
dykes. The RJS is often reactivated by faulting. Neo-form faults
are oriented favorably for brittle failure in paleostress fields like
those inferred from the reactivated RJS faults. Meso-scale folds
are consistent with fault kinematics. Most stations and faults
record both an east-west (E-W) tension and a north-south (N-S)
compression. The E-W tension orientation is like that of the ductile
fabrics, Eocene dykes, and the general map-scale structure.
Some stations and faults indicate an E-W compression, and
others a N-S tension, or both. The stress history inferred from
mesostructures is variable. Of the individual faults recording
multiple strains, 42% indicate that E-W extension preceded N-S
contraction, 23% indicate a transition from N-S contraction to
E-W extension, 18% indicate either that E-W extension preceded
E-W contraction, or that N-S contraction preceded N-S extension.
In addition, 15% of the faults recording multiple strains indicate
that E-W compression precedes any of E-W extension, N-S
contraction or N-S extension, and 2% indicate that N-S contraction
preceded E-W contraction. The observed E-W extension direction
is not consistent with previously inferred NW-SE displacement
estimates for the LOFZ. The kinematic link between ductile
and brittle deformation suggests that the displacement, which
remains undetermined, is complicated and accommodated on
many ductile and brittle structures. Recent earthquake solutions
indicate that southern Omineca Belt “feels” N-S compression and
that current E-W tension occurs generally south of 49°N. The
inferred paleostress record is dominated by ductile and brittle
E-W tension, accompanied by a coeval E-W compression. Both
these stress regimes have been overshadowed progressively
by the currently dominant N-S compression. The apparent
intermingling of the E-W compression with the other stresses
supports the interpretation from other studies that thrust fault
gouge radiometric ages in the southern Canadian Cordilleran
Foreland Belt indicate Eocene and younger thrust motions of
undetermined displacement.
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Rifting is a fundamental plate tectonic process that creates
elongated depressions in the Earth’s surface, which become filled
with sedimentary and volcanic material, as it is presently observed
at the Baikal, East African, Rhine Graben and Rio Grande Rift
Zones. All rifting models predict Moho uplift due to crustal thinning,
and reduced seismic velocity in the uppermost mantle due to
decompression or heating from the Earth’s interior. However,
recently acquired data from the presently active Baikal Rift zone
in Siberia and the failed Dniepr-Donets rift zone in Ukraine are
examples where there is no Moho topography that can related
to the rifting process. Further, data from the Kenya Rift Zone
shows sign of less Moho uplift than expected from the actual
extension. At all these rift zones, we observe a localized zone in

the lower crust which has exceptionally high seismic velocity and
is highly reflective. We suggest that rift related crustal thinning
took place, but the expected Moho up-warp was compensated
by magmatic intrusion in the lower crust at the high-velocity
zone. This finding has significant implications for modelling of the
evolution of sedimentary basins around rift structures.
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Significant topographic relief is identified in the basement
surface of many sedimentary basins, albeit hidden by the
sedimentary sequences. We discuss the possibility of formation of
wide and deep sedimentary basins by thermal subsidence caused
by magmatic intrusions into the crustal and mantle lithosphere.
Magmatic intrusions may heat the lithosphere substantially
independent of its origin, be it due to deep sources (e.g. mantle
plumes) or decompression melting in high strain environments.
Thermal expansion of the rocks of the lithosphere will cause uplift
of the Earth’s surface and erosion will bring the surface back to
sea level. The subsequent cooling of the lithosphere creates the
basin. Thermal sag basins are usually attributed to the heating
of the crustal and mantle lithosphere due to extensional events,
but here we focus on the role of heat brought into the crust and
mantle lithosphere by magma. A characteristic feature of such
basins is that relatively little faulting is expected in association with
the subsidence. We find evidence from the Danish-Norwegian
Basin in the North Sea area for significant regional magmatic
intrusion into the crust during the Carboniferous to Permian.
The subsequent Triassic subsidence shows almost no faulting,
which indicates that the subsidence was not caused by tectonic
stresses. We have studied two individual intrusions wih estimated
amounts of magmatic rocks of >40-100,000 km3. Assuming that
other intrusions have similar volumes, the thermal relaxation
to the magmatic event together with the isostatic response to
the sedimentary load are sufficient to explain the observed
subsidence. As such there is no need for invoking extensional
stresses for explaining the Danish-Norwegian Basin.
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A new crustal scale seismic profile was recorded in October,
2007, across the Oslo Graben as part of the Magnus-Rex
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seismic project. This profile crosses east-west through the graben,
extends to the west coast of Norway and 100 km east of the
graben into Sweden. The Olso line passes through the middle
of the graben, through the region of lowest gravity anomaly
and across the lowest gravity gradients at the margins. Single
component seismographs were deployed along the line at 2 km
spacing, except for a 120 km wide section across the graben
where the instrument spacing was reduced to 750 metres. Seven
shots of 100-400 kg charge size were fired along the Oslo line.
Key phases observed on the shot gathers are: Pg arrivals with
velocities of 6-6.4 km/s (all shot gathers); Pn phases from beneath
western Norway and beneath the graben itself; strong PmP or
lower crustal reflections at offsets greater than 50 km (all shot
gathers). PmP reflections are characteristically different in and out
of the graben with higher frequency, ringing reflections recorded
to the west and lower frequency reflections recorded from beneath
the graben. Preliminary results for the Oslo line show a Moho
depth of around 35 km in western Norway that shallows to the
east under the middle Oslo Graben. These results are in accord
with the velocities and depths determined by the early refraction
studies. Previous crustal models for the Oslo Graben, based on
the interpretation of the gravity data, have inferred the 20 mgal
positive gravity anomaly is due to a high-density mafic-ultramafic
underplate at the base of the crust. This underplate would be
the source zone for the differentiation of the Oslo igneous series.
More recently, a different model has been inferred whereby the
graben structure is made up of normal Baltica crust and the gravity
anomalies are attributed to shallow, over-thrusted highdensity,
rocks. The new seismic data presented here best concurs with the
later model as no significant changes in Pg velocity are seen as
waves enter the graben and no crustal first arrivals with velocities
> 7 km/s, which might indicate underplating, are observed.
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Northwest China contains a system of large sedimentary basins
that include the Tarim, Qaidam, and Junggar. These basins are
situated adjacent to the Tibetan Plateau and exhibit basements
with contrasting evolutionary histories. Here we review the deep
structure of these basins and their tectonic implications. The
available active-source seismic profiles include: (1) a 1,400 km
transect extending from the northern margin of the Tarim Basin to
the eastern margin of the Qaidam Basin crossing the Altyn Tagh
Range, (2) a 300 km transect extending from the northern to the
southern margins of the Qaidam Basin, and (3) a 600 km transect
extending from the northwestern to the southwestern margins of
the Junggar Basin. The crustal structure of the Tarim Basin is
interpreted as a typical stable continental platform. The seismic
velocity boundaries between the felsic upper, intermediate middle,
and mafic lower crust display clear divisions. Conversely, the
Qaidam Basin, which lies at an elevation of ~3,000 m above sea
level, is more similar to the soft deforming crust of the Tibetan
Plateau. This crust is more felsic and lacks a high velocity mafic
lower crust. Crustal structure of the Junggar basement includes
a mix of oceanic materials and older blocks. Average crustal
thicknesses are 55 km for the Tarim, 60 km for the Qaidam,
and 50 km for the Junggar and the average seismic velocities
are 6.0 km/s, 5.8 km/s, and 6.3 km/s (respectively). Of the three
basins described, the Junggar is the thinnest and has the highest

velocity. These basin share many characteristic in common with
the intra-cratonic basins of Europe.


